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As we step into 2024, uncertainty looms large over the luxury business, with executives preparing for a
challenging year ahead.

The recently released McKinsey & Co.-The Business of Fashion report, "The State of Fashion 2024" (the "Report")
sheds light on key trends that will likely shape the industry's landscape in the year ahead.

Against a backdrop of geopolitical events, economic fluctuations and lingering high interest rates, according to
the report, executives find themselves divided on their expectations for the year.

From the transformative potential of generative AI, the evolving dynamics of brand marketing and social media
influencers, and the urgent need for sustainability strategies as a result of climate change, the luxury business faces
a triad of challenges and opportunities in 2024.

Generative AI
The report emphasizes the rising significance of generative AI (Gen AI) in the luxury brands industry.

With 73 percent of executives planning to prioritize Gen AI in 2024, according to the report, the technology holds
substantial potential for creativity-focused applications in design and product development.

Gen AI witnessed a significant surge in 2023, exemplified by the remarkable success of platforms such as ChatGPT
and Midjourney.

For example, brands are using ChatGPT-based natural language-powered shopping assistants that allow visitors to
ask questions and get answers or customized product recommendations.

Amazon is using AI-generated customer product review summaries on its homepage to help customers sift
through the high volumes of reviews.

AI has the power to convert rough sketches into 3D designs, draft comprehensive research on brands, vendors and
suppliers, accelerate marketing content creation such as copywrite drafts and campaign photoshoots, enhance
customer service through virtual AI-assistants, provide real-time insights to assist managers and employees in retail
locations, and even improve talent acquisition by streamlining candidate sourcing through algorithms that screen
the best candidates.

As luxury companies experiment with Gen AI, legal considerations come to the forefront.

Brands leveraging Gen AI must tread carefully to safeguard intellectual property. With foundation models trained
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on massive amounts of Internet-sourced data, there is a risk of unintentional exposure to protected content.

Brands should also be vigilant about licensing terms when using third-party models, ensuring that their data and
intellectual property are not misused.

Ethical considerations surrounding AI, such as bias mitigation, fair algorithms and data privacy need to be
addressed as well to prevent legal repercussions and maintain consumer trust.

The Guerlain 2023 Christmas campaign was among the more outstanding holiday efforts as the perfume brands up its game with product
introductions, brand collaborations and eye-catching marketing as it heads into 2024. Image: copyright ARR, Guerlain

Brand marketing and authentic influencers
The McKinsey report indicates a shift towards long-term brand-building strategies, particularly brand marketing.

With 71 percent of executives planning to increase spending on brand marketing a trend that moves away from
the metric-focused performance marketing businesses are reorienting their playbooks to emphasize emotional
connections with consumers.

Additionally, as consumers exhibit signs of fatigue towards traditional influencer marketing, brands are predicted
to makes moves towards collaborating with a "new wave" of content creators that embrace a less-polished
aesthetic, quirkiness, humor and vulnerability in contrast to proven and polished celebrities and mega-influencers
that dominated brands' attention in the past.

A significant majority, comprising 68 percent of consumers, express discomfort with the saturation of sponsored
content across social media platforms. Additionally, 65 percent now place less reliance on fashion influencers than
they did in preceding years.

As consumer preferences shift towards authenticity, ensuring that these fresh-faced influencers align with a
brand's values and maintain transparency, it becomes a legal imperative to avoid potential contractual disputes
and disastrous marketing mishaps.

The report shares that brands may need to show a willingness to relinquish a degree of creative control in working
with these personalities in 2024. Nevertheless, legal teams should be involved in negotiating partnerships,
emphasizing the sought-after authenticity, while minimizing potential risks to the brand's image.

And as brands continue to delve into short videos and social media formats such as TikTok, legal diligence is crucial
to ensure compliance with advertising standards.

Climate urgency and sustainability
The pressing concern highlighted in the report is the escalating climate crisis.

As extreme weather events impact all areas of the industry, such as the production of raw materials, executives are
not only urged to adapt, but will likely be required.

Droughts in Argentina, United States and China led to a loss of more than $7.6 billion. Floodings across Asia forced
temporary or permanent factory closures, and the impact is twofold, affecting not only the livelihoods but also the
health and safety of factory workers.

Even with sustainability topping the C-suite agenda for only 12 percent of survey respondents, all businesses will
be likely compelled to adopt both short- and long-term strategies to address these challenges.

From a legal standpoint, the fashion industry faces impending regulatory changes across the globe that seek to
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increase both environmental and social accountability.

In the U.S., the New York Fashion Sustainability and Social Accountability Act aims to hold major brands
accountable for their environmental, social and governance impacts. Meanwhile, the European Union is actively
discussing at least 16 pieces of legislation, with the first set to take effect in 2024.

Such regulations may require companies to disclose information about their supply chains, including mandates to
transparency in supply chain practices to prevent human rights abuses and reduce a company's impact on climate.

To navigate these changes, legal teams will need to proactively align business models with evolving regulations,
ensuring compliance and minimizing legal risks.

IN THE FACE of uncertainty, the luxury business must not only adapt to emerging trends but also consider the legal
implications associated with these changes.

From navigating sustainability regulations to harnessing the potential of Gen AI and redefining brand marketing
strategies, legal teams will continue to play a pivotal role in guiding their enterprises through the challenges and
opportunities that 2024 brings.

As the industry evolves, a proactive legal approach will be instrumental in ensuring compliance, protecting
intellectual property, and fostering sustainable growth in a dynamic marketplace.

The views expressed in this article are purely the author's.

Milton Springut is partner at Moses Singer, New York. Reach him at mspringut@mosessinger.com.
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